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Om Shanti 
 
Our homework for today was subtle service through the power of silence and I think subtle 
service means through thoughts, vibrations, and our attitude. These are subtle abilities 
for service. Words and actions are not subtle, these are through the organs. Let’s say you 
have thoughts, thoughts create vibrations. When I have elevated thoughts and I want to 
convey to others in the form of good wishes, it becomes like good wishes or I have very 
pure feelings. These days especially, we cannot say in a lokik way, I love you; but we say 
Baba loves you, because we are sharing Baba’s love. In the morning when we experience 
Baba’s love at Amrit Vela, and when we listen to Murli, our heart praises Baba for His 
teachings, His love, and how He is making us free from everything.  We are subtly serving 
all the time. Even if you are not saying, “Oh I have to give to someone”, you are doing it 
in a very natural way, through elevated thoughts, good thoughts, pure thoughts, and pure 
vibrations. It is the same if there are wasteful thoughts. Sometimes we sit and have a 
conversation about someone and you think that the other soul doesn’t feel it, they do. 
That is why it is  necessary to look at everyone’s specialties, think about the specialties 
of everyone, so I am serving that soul in a very particular way. Baba said don’t sing your 
own weaknesses, sing Baba’s praise, so we cannot sing anyone else’s weaknesses 
either. 
 
Everyone has their own part to play. Every soul has qualities according to whatever part 
they have to play, so they are playing their part. What do I have to do?  We have been 
practicing to be a detached observer of everyone’s part because I am not the one who 
has written the Drama script for everyone. Everyone has their own eternal role, they have 
their part for 84 births. At the Confluence age, we are souls from all over the world, from 
different traditions, backgrounds, fashions, religions, whatever, we are so many, so our 
acceptance, and our inculcations will also be different. Whenever someone does 
something and I find it is not right, I always ask that person what came in your mind that 
you decided to do this? That person had some reason for doing it. Instead of becoming 
judgmental and saying this is wrong, you shouldn’t do that, but  to understand there must 
be some reason in that person’s mind. A thought has vibrations, but then as I said if I am 
thinking and talking about any soul, the vibrations also reach. For my own protection and 
inner power, I always talk positively and think positively about every soul. You  appreciate 
whatever role you have. These days certain things have to happen in the world as there 
is a tamopradhan decline. There will be people who are very negative,  greedy, and 
corrupt. It's their part, right?  
 
It is necessary for us to hold a very pure attitude, because all are souls, and all of us have 
the same stage when we return. Everyone has the same eternal stage of love, peace and 
purity. When we are in Paramdham, we are the same in silence. When we come from 
there, even if not in the Golden age, Baba always says that the souls that come in the 
Copper Age, their first few births will be like Golden Aged births. If the soul has to take 
30, 40 births, the first few will be the quality of Sato and they will feel like they are in the 
Golden age, because they just descended with their purity, love and peace. If you really 



think in soul consciousness, then your attitude towards everyone will be that we are all 
the same when we go back Home. When we come, everyone's part is different. Decline 
has to happen, the world has to become tamopradhan. Different souls will play different 
kinds of parts, but my attitude towards everyone should always be pure, loveful and soul 
conscious. It’s only in body consciousness that traces of vice such as anger and 
attachment emerge. That is why Baba keeps talking about  having a soul conscious stage, 
in my attitude towards every soul and in drishti. Even if someone is not in front of you, 
when you are thinking of them, they come in front of you. I am looking at that person 
through the eye of my mind.  
 
Subtle service really is first towards my own self, that I want to keep everything very pure, 
elevated and peaceful. So, I am receiving God’s love, giving to myself through my efforts, 
and this is what I have to serve the whole world. We are one family as souls, we are 
brothers and children of common parents, so that is something very important. as Baba 
said in Murli that subtle service is more important and powerful than speaking through the 
words, because when you speak people do remember but don’t necessarily get power. 
When you do subtle service, you help souls to be free from bondage, you can help to 
transform the soul. Subtle service is also earning unlimited income. In any service we do 
earn, because they are elevated actions, I create my fortune. When I serve through words 
and actions there is a limit, but subtle service has no limit. You can do it the whole day, 
anytime, you think about Baba, and then souls.  
 
There are many souls in the mind, but you say, “Good wishes, Baba loves you.” When 
you have wasteful thoughts there are a lot. Dadi Gulzar used to say a lot of mosquitoes 
come. Wasteful thoughts come like storms, but good thoughts come very few so there is 
more silence. With positive, pure thoughts, you don’t have to think much. You are serving, 
collecting, and accumulating the power of silence because of purity, God’s love, your 
peaceful nature and good wishes for everyone. You are serving in silence which is very 
powerful and beautiful. It’s very nice to do the homework but also to be overflowing with 
treasures. Whatever I have, whether it's God’s love, my peaceful nature or virtues, there 
is no limit. Overflowing means they are always there. Sometimes it does happen that you 
are very busy, so you have some kind of stress or tension, but just go inside, have one 
second of silence, you have a lot of treasures inside, a lot of love, peace, all beautiful 
qualities. Sometimes it happens because of stress or somebody says something, but after 
a few minutes we look at how many good qualities that soul has or how much love that 
soul shared with me. This overflowing treasure means I will always have love. I will always 
have respect and not get caught up in little situations, have a lot of negative wasteful 
thoughts and lose my self respect. It is very important and beautiful to remind ourselves, 
I have unlimited treasures.  
 
The homework for tomorrow: do you always have awareness in your intellect that Father 
is Karavanhar, and making you do everything and that you are just an instrument. Those 
who do everything as an instrument will remain constantly light, because the Karavanhar 
Father is responsible. When you have the consciousness that you are doing something 
you become heavy, whereas when the Father is making you do it, you remain light. I am 
an instrument and the One who is making everyone move is making me move and do 



everything. This is known as being a carefree emperor. Therefore, constantly continue to 
move forward in this way. Karavanhar is making you do everything. So many have 
instrument consciousness but not remembering who is making us do it. Many say, I am 
Baba's instrument, but who is using that instrument? Am I using an instrument or 
Karavanhar Baba? If that consciousness is there that I am doing then there is a burden 
or ego of that. When you are not carefree, immediately think I forgot, I lost awareness. 
The awareness of ‘I and mine’ comes, awareness of you and I comes, just bring the 
awareness of Karavanhar Baba, move forward and become carefree. Tomorrow you will 
be double light, because Karavanhar Baba makes you do through the whole day as a 
karma yogi.  
 
Om Shanti 


